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ABSTRACT

Each semester, Carroll College department heads spend hours developing course 

• schedules by hand. Once registration begins, class conflicts arise, and a significant

amount of time is spent attempting to alter the schedules by hand to resolve the conflicts.

In order to reduce the workload of designing course schedules, I developed an 

integer programming model for the scheduling of the classes in the math department. I 

researched historic schedules and interviewed professors for class and time preferences. 

Using this information, I formulated constraints and parameters for my scheduling model 

with the objective of maximizing the happiness of the teachers.

My model results in 1728 equations and 757 variables, all of which can be solved 

in a matter of seconds with computer software. I coded the model for the General 

Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) and used the software’s included CPLEX solver. 

The model produces a viable schedule for the courses in the department.

My thesis discusses my model design and its application within the math 

department. I also analyze the flexibility of the model and the possibilities for its use at

£ Carroll College.
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction

Each semester, Carroll College department heads spend many hours devising 

workable course schedules by hand. There are many components to scheduling that 

make this a difficult process to complete. Professors within a department must approve 

their scheduled classes and times. Also, each schedule must meet constraints from other 

departments. Even when a department head finds a seemingly viable schedule, class 

conflicts inevitably arise during registration. E-mail is sent out between department 

heads, and after much discussion, schedules are altered. These scheduling problems 

result in a large time commitment and an unreasonable amount of stress on department 

heads, professors, and students formulating their own schedules.

Scheduling for the math department at Carroll is especially difficult because of 

many unique factors within the department and multiple conflicts from other Carroll 

departments. One difference is the rotation of math department courses between 

professors each semester. In other departments, such as chemistry and history, professors 

have set courses that they teach each semester. In the math department, the lower-level 

courses alternate between professors, resulting in the need for a new schedule every 

semester. Another scheduling difficulty for the math department is professors’ schedules. 

Because some of the math professors teach courses for other departments, more conflicts
*

arise during scheduling. Also, two math professors share a position. This shared position

creates the need for alternating schedules. Another concern is the number of other 

departments that overlap with the math department. All students must take at least one
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math course, and many majors require specific math courses. These requirements create

additional conflicts for the math department.

My research addressed the unique issues involved in math department scheduling.

I developed a model that finds a viable schedule that meets the constraints of the 

department. This model can be executed in the General Algebraic Modeling System 

(GAMS) and easily edited for additional conflicts. The goal of my thesis is to alleviate 

the problems and stress that arise every semester in devising course schedules.
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CHAPTER 2 
Scheduling Methods

There are a number of approaches to real-world scheduling problems. The
0

following sections describe some of the methods I considered.

2.1 Graph Coloring

Graph coloring involves the assignment of a color to each vertex in a graph so 

that no two adjacent vertices are assigned the same color. For scheduling, the vertices in
\ J®

the graph represent courses and the edges represent conflicts. If two classes can be 

scheduled at the same time, their vertices may be assigned the same color. If two vertices 

are adjacent, they must be assigned different colors. The goal is to determine the 

minimum number of colors necessary. This value represents the minimum number of 

time slots necessary to schedule all of the courses. For more information on graph

coloring, see [Roberts].

Graph coloring is limited by only having two parts for assignment: vertices and 

edges. Although graph coloring finds the minimum number of time slots, the teachers 

must be assigned to certain classes ahead of time. Also, graph coloring does not account 

for time preferences. These limitations make graph coloring an unlikely choice for 

modeling the classes in the math department.
*

2.2 Greedy Algorithm

The greedy algorithm is a process of choosing the optimal choice at each step of 

the schedule-making process. Starting with a certain class, the teacher with the highest
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preference value is assigned the class. This process continues until all of the classes have 

been assigned. Table 2.1 displays a simple example to clarify this process:

Professor 1 Professor 2 Professor 3
Class A 9 3 9
Class B 3 1 1
Class C 3 3 1

Table 2.1 Greedy Algorithm Example

The values in the above table correspond to teacher preferences. Each teacher is to be 

assigned one class. Using the greedy algorithm, Class A is initially assigned to Professor

1. Class B is assigned to Professor 2 since Professor 1 has already been assigned a class. 

For Class C, the only available professor is Professor 3. This results in a solution of 

eleven (9+1 + 1=11). The greedy algorithm is limited by not knowing the order to chose 

the values. If the order was known, Class A would be assigned to Professor 3, Class B to

Professor 1, and Class C to Professor 2. This would result in an optimal solution of

fifteen (9+3+3=15).

The above example demonstrates that although the greedy algorithm makes the 

optimal choice at each of its steps, the method does not guarantee an optimal overall 

solution. For more explanation on the greedy algorithm, see [Nemhauser and Wolsey].

*

2.3 Complete Enumeration

Complete enumeration involves listing out all of the possible scheduling 

combinations and choosing the schedule that optimizes the preferences of the teachers.

My model consists of six teachers, fourteen classes, and nine possible times. These
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indices result in 756 different decision variables. To schedule every class, fourteen of

these variables would need to be set to the value one. This process can be represented by

the following combination:

^756^
2*10 different combinations

This equation means that there are 2*1029 different ways to set fourteen of the 756 

decision variables to the value one. Although many of these solutions would be 

infeasible, they would all need to be checked to ascertain the optimality of a solution. 

Thus, the method proves to be infeasible for this size model.

2.4 Commercial Software

Another possibility for scheduling is available user-friendly software. This 

method works well for administrators without a mathematical background. The problem 

with using scheduling software for my model is the constraints that are unique to the 

math department at Carroll. Scheduling software tend to be more useful for straight

forward scheduling, without the restrictions seen in the math department. Also, the 

teacher preferences would need to be dealt with by assigning classes to specific teachers 

before using the software. Most importantly, commercial software is very expensive.
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CHAPTER 3 
Model Formulation

3.1 Integer Programming Overview

I chose to formulate a model using integer programming. Integer programming 

involves building a mathematical model with the goal of optimization. To develop this 

model, it is necessary to define variables, parameters, constraints, and an objective. The 

decision variables represent the decision that the model is determining. Parameters are 

the set values that do not change throughout the model. Constraints are functions of the 

decision variables that must be less than, greater than, or equal to some specific value. 

The objective function distinguishes a function of the decision variables that can be

maximized or minimized. A successful model determines values for the decision

variables that maximize or minimize the objective function without violating the 

constraints. The objective of my model is to maximize the happiness of the teachers

based on their course preferences.

This method is called integer programming because the decision variables are 

specified to assume only integer values. In my model, the decision variables correspond 

to the teacher, class, and time combination. By setting the decision variables to integers, 

a teacher is restricted from teaching a fraction of a class or from teaching for a fraction of

_ a time window.

As mentioned above, integer programming involves the following four major 

components: variables, parameters, constraints, and the objective function. My model is 

based on past schedules and course and time preferences collected from the professors. 

The steps in formulating the model are described in the following sections.
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3.2 Teacher Preferences

I prepared for my model formulation by distributing a questionnaire to six math 

teachers that requested information regarding their preferences for teaching courses 

during the spring semester. The preference request form is included in the appendix.

The form requested the necessary information for scheduling. First, I asked each teacher 

to include the maximum number of credit hours he or she teaches per semester. Second, 

the professors responded on whether or not they have a preference for Monday- 

Wednesday-Friday courses, or Tuesday-Thursday courses. Third, I inquired about time 

preferences, such as morning or afternoon classes.

The final portion of the request form dealt with the professors’ personal preferences 

for each course. Given a list of spring semester courses, I asked the teachers to rank each

class on the following scale:

1. I do not want to teach this class.

2. I would prefer not to teach this class.

3. I would like to teach this class.

4. This is my class. Anybody else who wants it is going to have to deal with me.

Using the information collected in the preference request forms, I began to develop my

model.

11



3.3 Variables

The first step in formulating an integer programming model is defining the 

variables. A schedule is a relationship between the teachers in the department, the

courses offered, and the times available for classes. Each variable must contain all of 

these components. Therefore, I defined the variables with a triple-subscript that assigns a 

teacher, class, and time to the variable. These variables can be represented by the

following symbol:

y
teacher, class ,time

For example, XscharfMA222Mi0 is the variable representing Dr. Scharf teaching MA232 at

10:00 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

I defined the variables as binary variables, which can only assume the values zero

and one. The binary vaiables can be modeled symbolically with the following equation:

V _ / 1, if model selects particular combination of teacher, class, and time
teacher,class,time t 0, otherwise

A decision variable assumes the value one if the model selects the associated teacher,

class, and time combination. Using the above example, if the model selects Dr. Scharf to 

teach MA232 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 10:00, Xscharf MA232 M]0 = 1. If the

model does not select the combination, the decision variable assumes the value zero.

This formulation eliminates the possibility of a teacher’s being assigned a fraction of a
♦

class to teach. By defining the variables as binary, the model becomes an integer 

programming model because the variables can now only assume integer values.
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3.4 Parameters

The parameters are the values that remain constant throughout modeling. The 

parameters for my model include the number of credit hours assigned to each class, the 

maximum number of credit hours each teacher can teach per semester, and the happiness

values assigned to each preference.

To formulate credit-hour constraints, it is necessary to identify the number of 

credit hours assigned to each course. Table 3.1 shows the number of credits per class:

Class Credits
MA 105 3
MA 112 3
MA 117 3

MA 122A 3
MA 122B 3
MA 202 3

MA 207A 3
MA 207B 3
MA 232A 4
MA 301 3
MA 322 3
MA 334 5
MA 421 3

MA History 1
Table 3.1. Credits per class

Another parameter defined for my model is the maximum number of credits that

each teacher can teach per semester. Table 3.2 displays the credit limit per teacher:

Teacher Vanisko Parker Zullo Scharf Oberweiser Rose

Credit Hours 12 6 6 4 12 6

Table 3.2. Maximum credit hours per teacher
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These credit hours are based on the professor’s position in the department. Marie 

Vanisko and Jack Oberweiser can teach a full-time load of twelve credits per semester. 

Dr. Mark Parker and Dr. Holly Zullo share a position. Therefore, they each teach half

time of six credits per semester. Dr. John Scharf is the head of the department and 

teaches engineering courses, so other commitments limit his schedule to four credits per 

semester. Phil Rose also teaches computer science courses. This limits his availability

for math courses to six credits per semester.

The final parameter of my model is the happiness value assigned for each 

teacher’s class preferences. As mentioned earlier, I asked the teachers to rate each class 

on a scale of one to four with corresponding preferences for each value. I chose the 

following happiness values to correspond with these rankings:

1. I do not want to teach this class.

■ Formulated as a constraint where the decision variable equals zero.

X =0a 'teacher','class',time

In order to decrease the number of variables, if a teacher chose this

ranking for a class, the decision variable was set to zero. This constraint 

eliminates this variable as an option for a teacher, class, and time

combination. The quotes in the constraint mean that the teacher and class

are replaced by a specific value, whereas the happiness value holds for all 

possible times.

2. I would prefer not to teach this class.

■ Assigned a happiness value of one.

14



3. I would like to teach this class.

■ Assigned a happiness value of three.

4. This is my class. Anybody else who wants it is going to have to deal with me.

■ Assigned a happiness value of nine.

Table 3.3 displays the happiness matrix I developed for each teacher’s 

corresponding preferences:

Vanisko Parker Zullo Scharf Oberweiser Rose

MA 105 3 3 3 3 1 3

MA 112 1 1 1 3 3 3
MA 117 3 1 3 3 3 3

MA 122A 3 3 3 3 3 3
MA 122B 3 3 3 3 3 3

MA 202 0 1 1 0 1 0
MA 207A 3 3 3 3 3 3
MA 207B 3 3 3 3 3 3
MA 232A 3 3 3 9 1 3
MA 301 1 3 3 0 1 9
MA 322 3 3 3 3 3 1
MA 334 9 3 3 3 1 1
MA 421 3 3 1 3 0 0

MA History 3 3 3 3 3 3
Table 3.3 Happiness values assigned for teacher preferences

♦

3.5 Constraints

The objective function is subject to a variety of scheduling restrictions that can be

modeled as constraints. These restrictions include course conflicts, time preferences, and 

scheduling considerations, such as making sure each class is taught.
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The following constraint ensures that every class gets taught and is not taught at

more than one time or by multiple teachers:

f teacher, class, time = 1
teacher
time

This equation sums the decision variables over teacher and time for all classes. 

For example, the model substitutes MAI05 in for the class, then sums the decision

variables for this class over all of the teachers and times. The constraint for MA 105

expands to the following relation:

■*" ^vanisko.MAWS.Ml 1 + • • • + scharfMAWS ,M S

, y , y
~ scharf,MAWS,Ml T scharf MAWS,M2

1

Y A- Y -u Y
vanisko.MAWS.MS ' vanisko,MA\Q5,M9 vanisko,MAW5,M\0

+ %scharf MAWS.M9 + scharf, MAWS,MW + scharf MAWS, Ml I 

+ -^scharfMAWS,T9 + scharf, MAWS,Til + Xscharf,MAWS,T2 =

Setting the right-hand side of the equation equal to one relates to the binary

variables. The relationship is “equal to” because one decision variable for each class

must assume the value one. Since the variables must assume values of either zero or one, 

this means that exactly one of these variables is one, and the rest are zero.

Another constraint ensures that each teacher only teaches one class at a time. I 

modeled this constraint using the following equation:

‘ teacher,class,time
class

This equation sums the decision variables over the classes, for all teachers and

times. The relationship “less than or equal to” guarantees that no more than one decision

variable will assume the value one for that particular teacher and time. The constraint is

not violated if the equation sums to zero. This result occurs when a teacher is not

teaching any classes at a certain time.
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Each teacher is limited to a set number of credit hours that he or she can teach per 

semester. Using the parameters I defined for credits per class and hours per teacher, I 

formulated the following equation to control the total credit hours for each teacher:

h°UrS teacher

class
time.

This constraint sums over classes and times, for all teachers. The left-hand side of 

the equation represents the total number of credits the teacher has been assigned to teach. 

This value is calculated by the sum product of the variables for each teacher and the

credits for the classes that teacher is assigned. The constraint guarantees that the total 

number of credit hours is less than or equal to the maximum number of credits that

teacher can teach in the semester.

I also added a constraint that limits the number of math classes taught at one time.

This ensures that some department faculty members are available at all times in case of 

departmental problems. The constraint also accounts for a limit on the number of 

classrooms available. The following equation represents the constraint of a maximum of

three classes taught at one time:

X"' y <3
/ j teacher,class, time 

teacher 
class

This constraint sums over teachers and classes, for all times. It makes certain that only

three classes are assigned to a particular time.

I also formulated constraints to represent class conflicts. For example, third-year

mathematics majors typically take MA301 and MA322. Therefore, the two courses 

cannot be offered at the same time. Also, the two sections of Calculus (MA122A and
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MA122B) and Statistics (MA207A and MA207B) should be scheduled at different times.

The following equations model these constraints:

y X <1
teacher, MA3Q\, time 1 teacher, MA322, time 1

X 4- X <1teacher, MAY22A, time 1 teacher, MAY22B, time

X -4- X <1teacher, MA 207 A, time ' teacher, MA 207 B, time

These constraints sum the decision variables for the two classes. They hold for all

teachers and times and ensure that only one of the two variables assumes the value one

for a particular time.

Likewise, I modeled the teacher’s time preferences as constraints. Only two 

professors requested specific times. Jack Oberweiser preferred to teach on the MWF 

cycle mornings. Marie Vanisko asked to teach her classes on the MWF cycle. I modeled 

these requests using the ordinal values from a set defined for the available times.

Consider the following time set:

time = M8, M9, MIO, Mii, Mi, M2, T9, Til. T2

By having each member of the set correspond to its numerical order, I wrote the 

following constraints to model the teachers’ time preferences:

X = 0k 'oberweiser',class,time

X — Q
'vanisko',class,time

• if Ord(time) > 5

if Ord(time) > 7

To interpret the Oberweiser constraint, note that “Ml” is the fifth member of the time set.

The constraint sets all of the Oberweiser decision variables to zero when the ordinal value

from the time set is greater than or equal to five. For example, when an Oberweiser

18



decision variable has the time selection ‘M2,’ with an ordinal value of six,

4

'oberweiser',class ,'M 2'

I also modeled the time constraints related to the shared-time positions of Mark 

Parker and Holly Zullo using the ordinal values from the time set. Dr. Parker and Dr. 

Zullo work at alternating times. I chose to have Dr. Zullo teach on the MWF cycle 

mornings and the TTh cycle afternoons. I set Dr. Parker’s schedule to the opposite times. 

Using the ordinal values of the time set, I wrote the following equations to model this

constraint:

X =0'zullo',class,time if Ord(time) - 5 or 6 or 7 or 8

X = 0 <'parker',class,time f Ord(time) -1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 9

To interpret the Zullo constraint, match up the ordinal values in the constraint 

with the time set. The fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth values in the time set correspond 

with the MWF cycle afternoon times and the TTh cycle mornings. When the time in the 

decision variable is equal to any of these times, the variable assumes the value zero.

Therefore, Dr. Zullo is not assigned a class at these times.

It should be noted that the time set defined above contains abbreviations for the

time schedule. This abbreviation results in simplified coding. I chose to represent the 

time by the start time and the first day of the cycle. For example, the 10:00 am MWF 

cycle time slot is represented by the abbreviation MIO. The 9:30 am TTh cycle timeslot 

corresponds to the abbreviation T9.
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3.6 Objective Function

The objective of the model is to maximize the happiness of the teachers by 

assigning happiness values to each teacher’s class and time preferences. I defined the 

following objective function:

teacher
class
time

teacher,class,ime^PPineSS
teacher, class, time

This function sums the product of the decision variables and the happiness value assigned

to each variable.

20



CHAPTER 4 
Model Implementation

4.1 General Algebraic Modeling System

My model consisted of 757 variables and 1728 equations. Considering this size, I 

knew I needed to use computer software to find a solution. Computer software can 

accommodate large models and run several iterations in a small amount of time. Equally 

important, many software systems are capable of solving linear programming models. I 

chose to use the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) and its built-in CPLEX

solver.

GAMS allows for simplified coding of the variables, parameters, and constraints. 

In some computer software, I would need to explicitly define each decision variable. For 

example, in Microsoft Excel, I would need a cell for each individual variable. In GAMS, 

however, I was able to define sets for the variable indices as well as sets for the 

parameters. I also wrote the constraints in their reduced form as opposed to having to 

include every variable in each equation. I include the complete coding of my model in 

the appendix. The specifics of coding are discussed in the following sections.

4.2 Variables

I coded the variables using the following notation:

X(teacher,class,time)
Z maximum happiness;

BINARY VARIABLE X;

21



The code included the decision variables and the objective function variable Z. This is

the value that the model wants to maximize. GAMS allows for the variables to be set as 

* binary also.

As mentioned above, I defined sets for the variable indices. Since the variables

have a triple-subscript, I defined three sets for subscript assignments. The three sets 

include a teacher set, a class set, and a time set. The sets are coded in the following style:

teacher / vanisko, parker, zullo, scharf, oberweiser, rose /

class / MA105, MAI 12, MAI 17, MA122A, MA122B, MA202, MA207A, 
MA207B, MA232A, MA301, MA322, MA334, MA421, MAhist /

time / M8, M9, MIO, Ml 1, Ml, M2, T9, T11, T2 /

GAMS extracts one value from each set to define the variable indices. It formulates the

variables without having to explicitly define each variable individually.

4.3 Parameters

As explained in section 3.4, the parameters include the number of credit hours 

assigned to each class, the maximum number of credits a teacher can teach per semester, 

and the happiness values assigned to the teacher preferences. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 in 

the previous chapter displayed the number of credit hours assigned to each class and the 

maximum number of credits each teacher can teach per semester, respectively. GAMS

• also allows for the coding of parameters as sets. Using this method, I coded the

following sets to correspond with the parameter values:

credits(class) / MA105 3, MAI 12 3, MAI 17 3, MA122A 3, MA122B 3,
MA202 3, MA207A 3, MA207B 3, MA232A 4, MA301 3,
MA322 3, MA334 5, MA421 3, MAhist 1 /

hours(teacher) / vanisko 12, parker 6, zullo 6, scharf 4, oberweiser 12, rose 6 /
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Instead of a happiness value set, I chose to define this parameter using equations. 

Since the teachers chose Option 3, “I would like to teach this class,” for most classes, I

initially set all the happiness values to three. Then, I changed individual class-happiness

levels to other values. The following code displays this method:

happiness(teacher, class, time) 
happiness(teacher,class,time) = 3; 
happiness('parker','MAl 12',time) = 1; 
happiness('parker','MA117',time) = 1; 
happiness('parker','MA202',time) = 1; 
happiness('vanisko','MAl 12',time) = 1; 
happiness('vanisko','MA30T,time) = 1; 
happiness('vanisko','MA334',time) = 9; 
happiness('oberweiser','MA105',time) = 1; 
happiness('oberweiser','MA202',time) = 1; 
happiness('oberweiser','MA232A',time) = 1; 
happiness('oberweiser','MA30r,time) = 1; 
happiness('oberweiser','MA334',time) = 1; 
happiness('scharf ,'MA232A',time) = 9; 
happiness('zullo','MAl 12',time)= 1; 
happiness('zullo','MA202',time)= 1; 
happiness('zullo','MA42r,time)= 1; 
happiness('rose','MA30T,time) = 9; 
happiness('rose','MA322',time) = 1; 
happiness('rose','MA334',time) = 1;

The values assigned above correspond to Table 3.3 detailing the teachers’ preferences for 

each class. A specific teacher and class are substituted in for the happiness value, and the 

happiness value holds for all possible times.

9
4.4 Constraints

I coded the constraints in the same manner that each one was written

symbolically, including a description to identify each constraint. The following code 

segment displays the constraints:
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oneclass
classt
tcredits
conflict 1
conflict2
conflict3
maxclass
vanisko 1
oberweiser 1
rosel
scharfl
zullo 1
parker 1
oberweiser2
vanisko2

Teacher can only teach one class at a time 
Every class gets taught
Teacher only teaches certain number of credits 
MA301 and MA322 at different times 
Two sections of calculus at different times 
Two sections of statistics at different times 
Maximum number of classes at one time 
Vanisko does not teach MA202 
Oberweiser does not teach MA421 
Rose does not teach MA202 or MA421 
Scharf does not teach MA202 or MA301 
Split schedule
Split schedule
Oberweiser teaches MWF mornings 
Vanisko teaches MWF

oneclass(teacher,time)..
SUM(class, X(teacher,class,time)) =L= 1

classt(class)..
SUM((teacher,time), X(teacher,class,time)) =E= 1

tcredits(teacher)..
SUM((class,time), X(teacher,class, time)*credits(class)) =L= 
hours(teacher)

maxclass(time)..
SUM((teacher,class), X(teacher,class,time)) =L= 3

conflict 1 (teacher, time)..
X(teacher,MA301',time) + X(teacher,MA322',time) =L= 1

conflict2(teacher,time)..
X(teacher,'MAI 22A',time) + X(teacher,'MA122B',time) =L= 1

conflict3 (teacher,time)..
X(teacher,'MA207A',time) + X(teacher,'MA207B',time) =L= 1

vanisko 1 (time)..
X('vanisko','MA202',time) =E= 0

oberweiser 1 (time)..
X('oberweiser','MA42r,time) =E= 0
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rosel(class,time)..
X('rose',class,time)$((Ord(class)EQ 6) or (Ord(class)EQ 13)) =E= 0 

scharfl (class, time)..
X('scharf,class,time)$((Ord(class) EQ 6) or (Ord(class) EQ 10)) =E= 0 

zullo 1 (class,time)..
X('zullo',class,time)$((Ord(time) EQ 4) or (Ord(time) EQ 5) or
(Ord(time) EQ 6) or (Ord(time) EQ 7)) =E= 0 

parker 1 (class,time)..
X('parker',class,time)$((Ord(time) EQ 1) or (Ord(time) EQ 2) or
(Ord(time) EQ 3) or (Ord(time) EQ 8)) =E= 0

oberweiser2(class,time)..
X('oberweiser',class,time)$(Ord(time) GE 4) =E= 0

vanisko2(class,time)..
X('vanisko',class,time)$(Ord(time) GE 5) =E= 0 

The above constraints hold for the specific value inserted into the equation. When the 

indices are listed generically, as in class or time, the constraint holds for all classes and

all times.

4.5 Objective Function

I coded the objective function similar to the symbolic equation. The function is

the sum product of the decision variables and the happiness values assigned to that 

combination. The objective function was set equal to the variable Z with the goal of 

maximizing this value. The following code segment represents the objective function:

maxhappy..
Z =E= SUM((teacher,class,time), X(teacher,class,time) * 
happiness(teacher,class,time));
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4.6 Solve Command

The final step in GAMS coding was identifying the equations in the model and

defining the objective for the solver. I defined my model as “Jaime” and created a set of

the included equations. Then, I instructed the solver to solve “Jaime” with the objective

of maximizing Z. The following code displays these commands:

MODEL Jaime I maxhappy, oneclass, classt, tcredits, maxclass, conflictl,
conflict2, conflict3, vanisko 1, vanisko2, oberweiserl, oberweiser2, 
rosel, zullol, parkerl, scharfl /

SOLVE Jaime USING MIP MAXIMIZING Z
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CHAPTER 5 
Results

My model resulted in 1728 equations and 757 variables, which were solved in a 

matter of seconds using the CPLEX solver in GAMS. Table 5.1 displays the optimal 

schedule found by GAMS for my model:

MWF Cycle
8:00 MA334 - Vanisko

MA117 - Oberweiser
MA301 - Rose

9:00 MA112 - Oberweiser

10:00 MAHistory - Vanisko 
MA207A - Rose

11:00 MA421 - Vanisko
MA322 - Zullo
MA207B - Oberweiser

1:00 MA122A- Vanisko
MA202 - Parker

2:00 MA105 - Parker
MA232A - Scharf

TTh Cycle
2:15 MA122B-Zullo

Table 5.1. Optimal schedule to maximize happiness

• This schedule is one possible optimal solution. It reflects the teacher preferences

for classes and times. Table 5.2 displays the corresponding happiness values assigned

based on the teacher preferences.
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Class Teacher Time Happiness
MA 105 Parker MWF 2:00 3

MA 112 Oberweiser MWF 9:00 3
MA 117 Oberweiser MWF 8:00 3
MA 122A Vanisko MWF 1:00 3

MA 122B Zullo TTh 2:15 3

MA 202 Parker MWF 1:00 1

MA 207A Rose MWF 10:00 3

MA207B Oberweiser MWF 11:00 3

MA 232A Scharf MWF 2:00 9

MA 301 Rose MWF 8:00 9

MA 322 Zullo MWF 11:00 3
MA 334 Vanisko MWF 8:00 9

MA 421 Vanisko MWF 11:00 3

MA History Vanisko MWF 10:00 3
Table 5.2. Corresponding happiness values for the optimal schedule

Using Table 5.2,1 compared individual teacher preferences with the classes and 

times assigned in the optimal schedule. The model assigned Professor Vanisko to teach 

MAI22A, MA334, MA421, and MAHistory. Notice the high happiness values

associated with these courses. Professor Vanisko was assigned classes that she 

responded, “I would like to teach this class,” and “This is my class.” Also, all of

Professor Vanisko’s classes are scheduled for the MWF cycle, which she listed as a

preference and I modeled as a constraint.

The model assigned Professor Oberweiser to teach MAI 17, MAI 12, and

MA207B. Professor Oberweiser said, “I would like to teach this class,” for these classes.

Also, all of Professor Oberweiser’s classes are scheduled for the MWF cycle mornings, 

which he listed as a preference and I modeled as a constraint.
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Dr. Scharf and Professor Rose were assigned courses that they responded, “I 

would like to teach this class,” and, “This is my class,” on the preference request form. 

Neither of the professors requested specific times.

The schedule also maintains the split time requirement of Dr. Zullo and Dr.

Parker. All of Dr. Zullo’s courses were assigned to the MWF cycle mornings and the 

TTh cycle afternoons. Dr. Parker’s classes were assigned to the MWF cycle afternoons. 

Dr. Zullo was assigned classes to which she had responded, “I would like to teach this 

class.” Dr. Parker was assigned MAI 05, to which he had said, “I would like to teach this 

class.” He was also assigned MA202, to which he had responded, “I would prefer not to 

teach this class.” I reviewed the preference values for all teachers for this course to 

determine why Dr. Parker was assigned a class he preferred not to teach. I discovered 

that all of the teachers either responded, “I would prefer not to teach this class,” or “I do

not want to teach this class.” The model needed to assign the class to a teacher, and Dr.

Parker was available.

Overall, the optimal schedule matches the preferences of the teachers. The 

schedule assigned the professors to classes that they wanted to teach and met the 

individual time preferences requested by the professors. The professors are teaching 

within their specified credit limit, and all the courses have been assigned to a teacher and 

time. The optimal schedule maximized the happiness while maintaining the constraints.
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CHAPTER 6 
Analysis

6.1 Changing the Optimal Solution

The schedule discussed above is one possible optimal solution, but can be 

changed through a variety of alterations to the model. These changes are possible 

because the number of total teacher credit hours is greater than the number of class credit 

hours available. The professors can teach a total of 46 credit hours, but there are only 43 

class credits. This slack allows for changes in the optimal solution. Also, the happiness

values remain consistent for all times. Except for the few time constraints, most class 

times can be arbitrarily changed without altering the objective function value. Therefore,

there are many optimal solutions.

One option to change the schedule is to add another constraint. This change 

forces a different solution. For example, adding a constraint that restricts a professor 

from teaching a class assigned to him or her by my model would change the optimal 

solution. Different constraints can be added to test the effect on the total happiness for

the schedule. If the new schedule results in the same objective function value, it is

another optimal solution.

Another method for changing the optimal solution is setting the happiness values 

for the preferences at different levels. I distinguished the different preferences by a factor 

of three in the current model. I initially set the happiness values to 0, 1, 2, and 3. By 

separating the values by only one unit of happiness, the optimal solution resulted in 

teachers’ being assigned their least preferred courses. The difference between the 

happiness values was not large enough to cause a significant change in the objective
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function value. However, when I used a factor of three to distinguish the preferences, 

teachers no longer received classes that they preferred not to teach, with the exception of 

Dr. Parker and MA202. Further changes in these values may alter the optimal schedule

more.

Adding more time constraints will also change the optimal schedule. When the 

model is executed, it sets the decision variables to the first available time values that do

not violate constraints. This method resulted in all but one class scheduled for the MWF

cycle. Due to classroom availability and department schedules, it may be necessary to 

change the times. Adding more time constraints would alleviate the load of classes on 

the MWF cycle. For example, the number of classes assigned to each time period could

be limited to two. Also, the order of times in the time set can be changed. Since the 

model assigns classes to the first available time, the preferred times should be placed at 

the beginning of the time set. If the preferred time for math classes is the MWF cycle at 

10:00, this can be placed first in the set. This decision should be made based on the 

preferences of the teachers and the classroom availability.

6.2 Model Alterations

Although my model finds an optimal solution for the information collected, it is 

based solely on the math department. When formulating schedules, department heads 

also account for conflicts with other departments. Many other majors require math 

courses such as Calculus and Statistics. Also, engineering and chemistry majors need to 

take the two-year, engineering-calculus track. My model can be easily edited to account 

for these conflicts. As the other departments formulate their schedules, the math
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department can be notified of conflicting course schedules. For example, if the 

department head knows that engineering physics is being scheduled at a certain time, a 

constraint can be added to my model to ensure that engineering calculus is not assigned 

that time. These constraints can be added for conflicts with the other departments as 

well. These scheduling modifications will ensure that students can stay on track for 

graduation by meeting the requirements detailed in the four-year plan.
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusion

My scheduling model accounts for the unique scheduling restrictions of the 

Carroll math department. The model finds a feasible schedule that assigns the courses 

according to preferences while maintaining departmental and course conflict constraints. 

The schedule is optimal based on the happiness of the teachers.

The software I used to generate the schedule is, moreover, very useful for integer 

programming problems. GAMS allows for straightforward coding that can be easily 

edited for other semesters. The happiness value parameters would need to be changed to 

correspond with the new preferences. Also, the class set would need to be altered to

include the classes for the new semester. The constraints can be formulated in the same

manner as my current model, representing time restrictions, class conflicts, and total

credit hours.

Most importantly, this model can be used at Carroll to reduce the stress of 

scheduling for department heads each semester. Organized scheduling also benefits the 

students. It reduces class conflicts during registration and ensures that classes specified 

in a four-year plan are not offered at conflicting times. Furthermore, a schedule based on 

teacher preferences results in teachers’ being excited about the courses they are assigned 

and, therefore, a better classroom atmosphere. Thus, both the students and the teachers

benefit from these changes.
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APPENDIX 
GAMS Code

$offsymxref offsymlist offlisting inlinecom { }

SETS
teacher /vanisko, parker, zullo, scharf, oberweiser, rose/

class /MA105, MAI 12, MAI 17, MA122A, MA122B, MA202, MA207A, 
MA207B, MA232A, MA301, MA322, MA334, MA421, MAhist/

time /M8, M9, MIO, Ml 1, Ml, M2, T9, Til, T2/;

PARAMETER
happiness(teacher, class, time)

credits(class) / MA105 3, MAI 12 3, MAI 17 3, MA122A 3, MA122B 3, 
MA202 3, MA207A 3, MA207B 3, MA232A 4, MA301 3, 
MA322 3, MA334 5, MA421 3, MAhist 1 /

hours(teacher) / vanisko 12, parker 6, zullo 6, scharf 4, 
oberweiser 12, rose 6 I',

happiness(teacher,class,time) = 3;
happiness('parker',MAl 12',time) = 1;
happiness('parker','MAl 17',time) = 1;
happiness('parker',MA202',time) = 1;
happiness('vanisko',MA112',time) = 1;
happiness('vanisko',MA30T,time) = 1;
happiness('vanisko','MA334',time) = 9;
happiness('oberweiser','MA105',time) = 1;
happiness('oberweiser','MA202',time) = 1;
happiness('oberweiser',MA232A',time) = 1;
happiness('oberweiser','MA30r,time) = 1;
happiness('oberweiser',MA334',time) = 1;
happiness('scharf ,'MA232A',time) = 9;
happiness('zullo',MAl 12',time)= 1;
happiness('zullo','MA202',time)= 1;
happiness('zullo',MA421 ',time)= 1;
happiness('rose',MA301',time) = 9;
happiness('rose','MA322',time) = 1;
happiness('rose','MA334',time) = 1;

VARIABLES
X(teacher,class,time)
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Z maximum happiness; 
BINARY VARIABLE X;

EQUATIONS
Maxhappy Objective function
oneclass Teacher can only teach one class at a time 
classt Every class gets taught
tcredits Teacher only teaches certain number of credits 
conflictl MA301 and MA322 at different times 
conflict2 Two sections of calculus at different times
conflict3 Two sections of statistics at different times
maxclass Maximum number of classes at one time 
vanisko 1 Vanisko does not teach MA202
oberweiser 1 Oberweiser does not teach MA421 
rosel Rose does not teach MA202 or MA421 
scharfl Scharf does not teach MA202 or MA301 
zullo 1 Split schedule
parker 1 Split schedule
oberweiser2 Oberweiser teaches MWF mornings 
vanisko2 Vanisko teaches MWF;

oneclass(teacher,time)..
SUM(class, X(teacher,class,time)) =L= 1;

classt(class)..
SUM((teacher,time), X(teacher,class,time)) =E= 1;

tcredits(teacher)..
SUM((class,time), X(teacher,class, time)*credits(class)) =L= hours(teacher);

maxclass(time)..
SUM((teacher,class), X(teacher,class,time)) =L= 3;

conflict 1 (teacher, time)..
X(teacher,'MA301',time) + X(teacher,MA322',time) =L= 1;

conflict2(teacher,time)..
X(teacher,MAI 22A',time) + X(teacher,MA122B',time) =L= 1;

conflict3 (teacher, time)..
X(teacher,MA207A',time) + X(teacher,MA207B',time) =L= 1;

vanisko 1 (time)..
X('vanisko',MA202',time) =E= 0;
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oberweiser 1 (time)..
X('oberweiser','MA42r,time) =E= 0;

rosel (class,time)..
X('rose',class,time)$((Ord(class)EQ 6) or (Ord(class)EQ 13)) =E= 0;

scharfl (class,time)..
X('scharf,class,time)$((Ord(class) EQ 6) or (Ord(class) EQ 10)) =E= 0;

zullo 1 (class,time)..
X('zullo',class,time)$((Ord(time) EQ 4) or (Ord(time) EQ 5) or 
(Ord(time) EQ 6) or (Ord(time) EQ 7)) =E= 0;

parker 1 (class, time)..
X('parker',class,time)$((Ord(time) EQ 1) or (Ord(time) EQ 2) or 
(Ord(time) EQ 3) or (Ord(time) EQ 8)) =E= 0;

oberweiser2(class,time)..
X('oberweiser',class,time)$(Ord(time) GE 4) =E= 0;

vanisko2(class,time)..
X('vanisko',class,time)$(Ord(time) GE 5) =E= 0;

maxhappy..
Z =E= SUM((teacher,class,time), X(teacher,class,time) * 

happiness(teacher, class, time));

MODEL Jaime / maxhappy, oneclass, classt, tcredits, maxclass,
conflictl, conflict2, conflict3, vaniskol, vanisko2, oberweiserl, oberweiser2, 
rosel, zullo 1, parker 1, scharfl/;

SOLVE Jaime USING MIP MAXIMIZING Z
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TEACHER PREFERENCE FORM

Hello! I’m working on my thesis and I need your help. I am attempting to come up with a linear 
programming model for the scheduling of the classes in the Math department. I need you to rank 
your preferences.

NAME:_________________________

What is the maximum number of Math credits that you typically teach each semester?

FALL:______ SPRING:______

Do you have any day or time preference?

MWF:______ TTh:______ AM:______ PM:______

Right now I am just working on spring semester. Please fill in the table below. Use the 
following rankings:

1 -1 do not know enough about this material to teach this class
-1 refuse to teach this class (don’t worry, I won’t tell your boss)

2 -1 really don’t like teaching this class, but I understand that the math department is only 
so big, so I guess I’ll sacrifice

3 -1 would like to teach this class
4 - This is my class. Anybody else who wants it is going to have to deal with me first

CLASS # TITLE RANK
MA 105 Intro to Contemporary Mathematical Applications

MA 112 Precalculus: Functions & Graphs

MA 117 Difference Equations & Linear Algebra

MA 122 Calculus II

MA 202 Mathematics for Elementary Education

MA 207 Elementary Statistics

MA 232 Calculus, Linear Algebra, Difference & Differential Equations

MA 301 Foundations of Math

MA 322 Probability and Statistics

MA 334 Differential Equations, Algebra, & Probability and Statistics

MA 421 Mathematical Optimization Applications

I’ll be back around to pick this up on Thursday, or you can leave it in Mark and Holly’s office. 
Thank you for your help!
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